
AlwaysReadi USER AGREEMENT, DISCLAIMER AND
WAIVER OF LIABILITY
AlwaysReadi is a Web-based application allowing registered USERS to view, and store
healthcare provider and personal pre-registration information related to COVID-19
vaccination. AlwaysReadi is owned and operated by VAULT Technologies Inc. (VTI)
and sponsored by State/County (State/County).

By registering for a AlwaysReadi account, you the USER accept and agree to the
following terms and conditions:

1. You, the USER, releases VTI, and State/County and all participating health
care providers (PROVIDERS) who report COVID-19 information from any and all

liability for the accuracy of the information you receive through AlwaysReadi and
any actions based on the information received that may be taken by the you, the
USER. Actions include, but are not limited to, seeking and registering for a
COVID-19 Pre-Registration list. Personal health care decisions, including the
receipt of immunizations, should always be discussed with your healthcare
provider.

2. You, the USER agrees to hold harmless all of the above named parties in
conjunction with any failure to receive the immunization information that is being
requested, and any delays in its receipt of immunization.

3. You, the USER, agrees to provide complete and truthful information to register as
a AlwaysReadi USER, and that the information provided will be true, accurate
and complete for you and any person for which you are legally entitled to
Pre-Register through AlwaysReadi.

4. You, the USER, agrees to allow the storage within any person for which you are
legally entitled to for such purposes as may be necessary to provide you with
services and information through AlwaysReadi.

5. You, the USER, agrees that you will be solely responsible for safeguarding your
AlwaysReadi account login information (Username and password), and any and
all immunization information received from AlwaysReadi, and that you will
maintain securely you account AlwaysReadi login information and that you will
not provide your AlwaysReadi account login information to another party, nor will
you allow another party to use your AlwaysReadi account login information. You,
the USER, agrees to hold harmless VTI and State/County, and any
participating healthcare PROVIDERS in the event that you AlwaysReadi account



login information through AlwaysReadi become compromised or disclosed to
unintended parties due to a failure by you to adhere to the provisions of this
AGREEMENT.

6. You, the USER, agrees to receive unsolicited notifications from VTI,
State/County, and participating healthcare PROVIDERS as may be necessary
to communicate from time to time regarding your AlwaysReadi account,
additional services and information provided through AlwaysReadi , and
operational matters related to AlwaysReadi.

7. VTI, State/County, and participating healthcare PROVIDERS make no
claims, warrants, assurances, guarantees, covenants or representations
concerning the use, performance, accuracy, availability, cost, and security of
AlwaysReadi or any third-party or other software application or computer system
that the USER may utilize for the purpose of receiving or managing the
immunization information provided to the USER through AlwaysReadi.

8. You, the USER, agrees that if any part of this USER AGREEMENT,
DISCLAIMER AND WAIVER OF LIABILITY found to be null and void, all
remaining parts of this USER AGREEMENT, DISCLAIMER AND WAIVER OF
LIABILITY remain in force.


